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Abstract
Multibiometric systems are expected to be more reliable than unimodal biometric systems for
personal identification due to the presence of multiple, fairly independent pieces of evidence e.g. Unique
Identification Project “Aadhaar” of Government of India. In this paper, we present a novel wavelet based
technique to perform fusion at the feature level and score level by considering two biometric modalities,
face and fingerprint. The results indicate that the proposed technique can lead to substantial improvement
in multimodal matching performance. The proposed technique is simple because of no preprocessing of
raw biometric traits as well as no feature and score normalization.
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1. Introduction
A number of biometric characteristics are being used in various applications. Each
biometric has its pros and cons and, therefore, the choice of a biometric trait for a particular
application depends on a variety of issues besides its matching performance. No single
biometric is expected to effectively meet all the requirements (e.g. accuracy, practicality, cost)
imposed by all applications. In other words, no biometric is ideal but a number of them are
admissible. The relevance of a specific biometric to an application is established depending
upon the nature and requirements of the application, and the properties of the biometric
characteristic.
Several approaches of automatic fingerprint matching have been proposed in the
literature. The most popular ones are based on the minutiae pattern of the fingerprint and are
collectively called minutiae-based approaches. The most popular approaches to face
recognition are based on either (i) the location and shape of facial attributes, such as the eyes,
eyebrows, nose, lips, and chin and their spatial relationships, or (ii) the overall (global) analysis
of the face image that represents a face as a weighted combination of a number of canonical
faces [1].
In this paper performance of the biometric system is improved by fusion techniques [2]
[3] and processing steps are reduced by using wavelet based feature extraction method [4] for
fingerprint and face biometric. Also use of common similarity mesure [5] eliminates feature level
and score level normalization in multimodal biometric fusion. Feature Level Fusion is made easy
by using similar techniques for both the biometrics.

2. Biometric Traits Used and Feature Extraction
Fingerprint reorganization using minutiae-based approaches are different from one
other, most of these methods require extensive preprocessing operations (e.g. orientation flow
estimation, ridge segmentation, ridge thinning, minutiae detection) in order to reliably extract
the minutia features [6]. They either match directly the fingerprint images [7], or match features
extracted from the image by means of certain filtering or transform operations [8], hence their
name image-based methods. These approaches require less preprocessing effort than
minutiae-based methods but, on the other hand, they have a limited ability to track variations in
position, scale, and rotation angle.
Face recognition is a non-intrusive method, and facial attributes are probably the most
common biometric features used by humans to recognize one another.
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2.1. Wavelet Domain Features
It is well known that fingerprints are quasi-periodic patterns whose dominant
frequencies are located in the middle frequency channels. The ridge orientation as well as the
ridge spatial frequency in different image regions represent the intrinsic nature of the
fingerprint image.
Wavelet transform is a powerful tool for signal analysis and it is widely used in the field
can be obtained
of image processing. Let
be mother wavelet, the basis function
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The 2-D wavelet transformation is performed by using 1-D wavelet transformation in
terms of filtering by rows and columns respectively.
Wavelet filters have been implemented due to their simplicity, suitability and regularity
for face recognition using multiresolution approaches. 2-D wavelet is very useful for image
processing because the image data is discrete and the spatial-spectral resolution is dependent
on the frequency. The wavelet has the property that the spatial resolution is small in lowfrequency bands but large in high-frequency bands. The main reasons for its popularity lie in
its complete theoretical framework, the great flexibility for choosing bases and the low
computational complexity.
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correspond, respectively, to vertical high frequencies (horizontal edges),
horizontal high frequencies (vertical edges), and high frequencies in both directions.
The normalised -norm of each wavelet sub-band is computed in order to create a feature
vector of length 3 , as given by Eq.(3)
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The feature vector represents an approximation of the image energy distribution over different
∗
5∗3
scales 2 and orientation . The length of feature vector used in this paper is
15 for both biometric traits. For face images sym9 wavelet and for finger images db9 wavelet is
used. The scaling and wavelet functions of sym9 and db9 is as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2
respectively.
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Figure 1(a). Sym9 Scaling Function

Figure 1(b). Sym9 Wavelet Function

Figure 2(a). db9 Scaling Function

Figure 2(b). db9 Wavelet Function
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The intersection operator introduced by Swain and Ballard in [5] is used as a measure of
similarity between two feature vectors. If and T are the two feature vectors, then measure of
similarity between them can be given as

,

∑

,
∑

,∑

(5)

1 Indicates match and
0 indicates non-match condition as shown in Figure 3(a)
In this paper, we have examined performance of two fusion techniques, Feature Level Fusion
and Match Score Level fusion with three different fusion strategies.
2.2. Fusion Strategy A - Feature Level Fusion:
Fusion at the match score, rank and decision levels have been extensively studied in
the literature. Fusion at the feature level, however, is a relatively understudied problem [2].
Since the feature set contains richer information about the raw biometric data than the match
score or the final decision, integration at this level is expected to provide better authentication
results. However, fusion at this level is difficult to achieve in practice because of the following
reasons: (i) the feature sets of multiple modalities may be incompatible (e.g., minutiae set of
fingerprints and Eigen coefficients of face); (ii) the relationship between the feature spaces of
different biometric systems may not be known; (iii) concatenating two feature vectors may result
in a feature vector with very large dimensionality leading to the `curse of dimensionality' wellknown pattern recognition problem; and (iv) a significantly more complex matcher might be
required in order to operate on the concatenated feature set.
In the proposed work, wavelet based feature vector and similarity mesure used resolves the
problems mentioned above.
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and
where
1,2,3 … … . represent the
Let
, , …..
, , …..
feature vector of the finger and face modalities of a user, respectively. The fused vector
can
be obtained by concatenating individual vector as
,
where
2.
2.3. Fusion Strategy B - Score Level Fusion: (Assignment of Weights based on EER)
This fusion strategy assigns the weight to each characteristic e.g face and finger, based
on their equal error rate (EER). Weights for more accurate characteristic are higher than those
of less accurate characteristic. Thus the weights are inversely proportional to the corresponding
errors. Let
be the EER to characteristic , then weight
associated to characteristic can
be computed by,

∑

∗

(6)

2.4. Fusion Strategy C - Score Level Fusion: (Assignment of Weights based on Decidability
Index)
In strategy C, weights are assigned to individual characteristic based on their imposter
and
and genuine scores distributions. The means of these distribution are defined by
and
respectively. A parameter Decidability Index
respectively, and standard deviations by
is used as measure of separation of these two distributions for characteristic as
√

(7)

If
is small, overlap region of two distributions is less. Therefore, weights are assigned to each
characteristic proportional to this parameter as,
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1 indicates finger and
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indicates match score of

3. Performance Evaluation and Experimental Results
3.1. Performance Evaluation
We performed the experiments on Intel Core2 Duo machine using Matlab (R2010b).
The performance of proposed approach is measured in terms of Receiver Operating
Characteristic
curve, which plots Genuine Accept Rate
against the False Match
Rate
at different thresholds. The
, False Non-Match Rate
and
are
given by Eqs. (10)-(12), respectively.
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(12)

Let
and
, then
number of genuine scores can be obtained as
1 ⁄2 and imposter scores can be
using the same database. For the database used
40 and
8,
obtained as
1
therefore we get 1120 genuine matching’s and 99840 imposter matching’s. In this paper we
have used 1120 genuine and 6240 imposter pairs for each database. FMR and FNMR are
obtained for all thresholds
as,
∑

(13)
∑

(14)

and
are the total number of imposter and genuine matches respectively. Equal
Where
is define as the rate at which
. In practice the score
Error Rate
distributions are not continuous and a crossover point might not exist. In this case, we report the
interval as per FVC2000: Fingerprint Verification Competition.
3.2. Database Used
The FVC2000-Db1_a fingerprint database [9] contains a total 800 fingerprint images of
size 300x300 and 500 dpi resolution from 100 individuals with 8 images per individual, which
were captured with low-cost optical sensor “Secure Desktop Scanner” by KeyTronic.
The ORL standard face database [10] consists of 400 face images attained from 40
individuals. Each individual have 10 images of different expression or gesture. The resolution of
the image is 112×92 and the gray scale is 256. In this work, we have selected 40 individuals
and 8 images per individual from each database resulting 320 images per trait.
3.3. Experimental Results
The experimental results obtained are shown in Table 1. The values of EER,
and
GAR are significantly improved in all fusion strategies A, B and C than individual biometric Face
of strategy A are lower than other
and Finger. Among the fusion strategies the EER and
strategies, where as GAR of strategy B is higher than strategies A and C.
Table 1. Comparison of EER, d and GAR for different fusion strategies
Performance
Parameter

Face
alone

Finger
alone

Fusion
Strategy A

Fusion Strategy B
.
.

Fusion Strategy C
.
.

EER

0.1410
61.63

0.1750
59.28

0.0875
119.38

0.0908
117.75

0.0899
119.28

37.95

29.64

65.89

66.96

66.34

GAR
@ 0.01% FMR

The example of performance graphs of fusion strategy A are shown in Figure 3. Similar
graphs can also be obtained for other strategies.
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Figure 3(a). Genuine and Imposter Distribution

Figure 3(b). FNMR and FMR curves

Figure 3(c). ROC curves.

4. Conclusion
This paper deals with feature level and score level biometric fusion techniques. The
experimental results obtained show that the wavelet features extracted for both face and finger,
resolves the problem of compatibility and curse of dimensionality of feature vector. Since in this
work, preprocessing of raw biometric traits as well as feature and score normalization is not
used, multibiometric identification is simplified. Results show that as per as EER and dk is
concerned, feature level fusion, the simplest technique out performs over score level fusion
techniques mentioned. GAR of fusion strategy B, in which weights are decided by EER is better
than other fusion techniques. Since difference between weights W1 and W2 of fusion strategy C
is less than fusion strategy B, EER and dk value shows improvement for fusion strategy C.
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